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Abstract. Consumption of Cycas micronesica seed tissue has been associated with the amyotrophic lateral sclerosis–parkinsonism dementia complex (ALS–PDC) of the Western Pacific.
However, failures to document vital plant and neighborhood descriptors and pronounced
variability in toxin concentrations noted within and among studies obfuscate decades of
research on this subject. We discuss the theoretical and experimental constraints of plant
tissue sampling in relation to human disease research. Comparisons are made between this
approach and methods used throughout the history of ALS–PDC research, most notably
very recent reports concerning β-methyl-amino-alanine. Methods for studying possible plant
neurotoxins need to be standardized and must follow rigorous criteria to be valid in principle.
Our discussions reveal why these criteria are essential and highlight the impact that natural
variations have on environmental toxin quantification and interpretation. Past research
on cycad toxins is deficient on experimental and theoretical grounds, and interpretation of
published data is dominated by ambiguities. This area of study as conventionally conceived
and carried out needs transforming. We argue that future empirical studies should honor
appropriate plant science standards concomitantly with medical science standards. This dual
focus will ensure appropriate sampling scheme, sample size, and reporting of background
plant and community factors known to influence phenotypic plasticity.
The island of Guam claims an endemic
cycad species and an unwelcome high historical
incidence of neurological disease among the
Chamorro residents. The first written record
suggesting that consumption of the cycad seed
tissue was a probable cause of the neurological diseases was made by Spanish Lieutenant
Colonel Felipe de la Corte in 1865 (as cited by
Rogers, 1995). His opinions were ignored until
the mid-20th century when the disease now
known as ALS–PDC and the cycad now known
as Cycas micronesica K.D. Hill first received
joint attention from the medical research community (reviewed in Kurland, 1988; Kurland et
al., 1994; Mabry, 2001). Consumption of cycad
megagametophyte tissue as processed flour was
commonly practiced, and the resulting inadvertent ingestion of cycad toxins was considered the
vehicle for human exposure (Whiting, 1963).
Numerous articles and review chapters on cycad
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toxins have been published throughout recent
decades, and many of these were in pursuit of a
reasonable link between exposure to cycad compounds and the prevalence of ALS–PDC (e.g.,
Kurland, 1993 and citations therein). However,
no article within this sizeable body of literature
adequately described field sampling methods,
habitat, conspecific and interspecific neighbors
of sampled plants, scaling and allometric relations, plant life history characteristics and events,
and other factors that are known to influence
secondary metabolism of plants. Unfortunately,
this assertion holds true for the most recent
publications in this field (e.g., Banack and Cox,
2003; Yagi, 2004), despite the exposure of this
manifest shortcoming of inadequate sampling
methods by Zhang et al. (1996).
The endemic C. micronesica has not been
popular in Guam’s horticulture industry. Alternatively, C. revoluta Thunb. is one of the
most common landscape specimens in the
commercial and residential landscape. Our
recent surveys revealed that the purported
link between the native cycad and the dreaded
human disease is partly to blame for the lack
of interest in using this handsome plant in
the local horticulture industry. As a result,
unanswered questions surrounding the hypothesis that cycad toxin exposure is causal

for ALS–PDC must be put to rest before the
horticulture industry can expect increased use
of this magnificent specimen plant.
One troublesome facet of past research
has been the highly variable concentration
of various toxins from batch to batch within
a study, and from study to study within and
among research teams (e.g., Palm and Cycad
Societies of Australia, 1993, and citations
therein). Indeed, this variability has been a
reason for failures to embrace the cycad hypothesis. However, this variability need not be
viewed through the eyes of a skeptic using an
enigmatic filter. We believe the documented
variability would have been explicable if
background biotic and abiotic habitat factors
had been recorded, and appropriate sampling
procedures had been used.
We focus on several steryl glucoside subtypes in our research (see Marler et al., 2005)
and the present paper for two reasons. First,
other known cycad toxins such as methyl azoxylmethanol (MAM) and β-methyl-amino-alanine
(BMAA) have been studied for decades in spite
of the fact that most do not generate behavioral or pathological outcomes that resemble
ALS–PDC (reviewed by Wilson et al., 2002).
Our current work strongly implicates steryl
glucoside variants as contributing to ALS–PDClike outcomes in cycad fed mice (Khabazian et
al., 2002; Shaw and Wilson, 2003; Wilson et
al., 2002), mirroring in vivo data obtained by
earlier researchers (Ambike and Rao, 1967).
Second, the well-known cycad toxins such as
MAM and BMAA are removed from cycad
tissue during the water-leaching used in traditional flour preparation methods, but the steryl
glucosides are insoluble in water. Our ongoing
research includes all known neurotoxins in cycad
tissue, since the role of these metabolites in
cycad plants has never been addressed in past
research (Brenner et al., 2003). Theoretical and
experimental standards described in the present study will be used to define procedural and
conceptual concerns as other candidate toxins
are given full scrutiny.
Our aim in the present paper is to describe
the multitude of omissions and shortcomings
that have defined historical and ongoing research
methods in this field and illustrate the need
for appropriate theoretical and experimental
directions in future research to remove the ambiguities that are defining of this large literature
base. Modifying the patterns of past research
addressing the link between the Guam cycad
and Guam’s neurological diseases to include
appropriate plant science standards is critical
for gaining a complete understanding of the
chemical ecology in these stunning plants.
We begin with two sections discussing the
various plant and habitat characteristics that
likely influence phenotypic plasticity in cycad
biochemistry, factors that have been ignored
in past research.
Ignoring what Cannot be Ignored:
Aerial Factors
Control over known and probable biases
must be included in the sampling protocols in
environmental research to ensure accuracy and
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repeatability. Following is a short list of factors
that define the aerial environment of cycad plants
and that elicit phenotypic plasticity of plant
secondary chemistry. These are the major factors that we have documented and standardized
for our own research (Marler et al., 2005). We
suggest documenting each of these factors as
a minimum for reliable interpretation of future
research on cycad secondary metabolism.
The chemical constituency of a plant organ
observed at one point in time is the result of
many processes in plant life history. For concentration, pool size, and allocation of secondary
compounds among organs of cycad plants, history of herbivory may elicit immense influence
on instantaneous metabolite concentration. For
example, herbivory may increase the products
of secondary metabolism of some species so
strongly that fitness is compromised (Heil and
Baldwin, 2002). Moreover, herbivory of leaf
tissue may elicit a plastic response of secondary
compounds found in reproductive structures
(Baldwin and Karb, 1995). No testing has
been conducted to determine the direction and
magnitude of plastic responses of cycad tissue
to herbivory. Until this testing is completed, a
detailed description of herbivory history as a
minimum measure of precaution is essential to
account for consumer damage biases. This cannot occur without a lengthy history of observing
the plants that are sampled.
A second factor in plant life history that
must be known to control background bias
when quantifying secondary compounds in
cycad plants is age of reproductive flushes
that are present on sampling dates. In Guam’s
environment, the exterior of a C. micronesica
seed changes from light green initially through
a dark green phase to bronze by ca. 8 months
of age (T. Marler, unpublished data). Sun exposure influences the rate of this color change.
Many seeds do not increase in volume beyond
8 months, and exterior phenotype changes little
until the sarcotesta becomes dark brown before
seed abscission. The timing of this change from
bronze to brown is highly variable among plants,
but occurs from 17 to 21 months under typical
conditions (T. Marler, unpublished). Thus, the
exterior phenotype of seeds may appear similar
from 8 months to greater than 21 months. Our
ability to estimate age of seeds observed on
previously unvisited plants is nil within this
age range, despite our extensive experiences in
observing behavior of the species since 1997.
Our ability to estimate age of seeds after the
color transition from bronze to dark brown is
also nil, despite the fact that this transition occurs
as early as 17 months yet seeds may remain on
plants >30 months.
Our research to date (Marler et al., 2005) does
not allow a definitive assessment of seed age and
secondary metabolism, since initial objectives
were designed to define methods for sampling
schemes. However, a comparison of the means
from the 12-month-old tissue with the means
from 17- or 19-month-old megagametophyte
tissue indicate the younger seeds contain greater
concentration of steryl glucosides (see Marler
et al., 2005). These observations are evidence
that seed age must be known for repeatability
and removal of ambiguity, but also that further
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research to clarify the influence of seed age on
neurotoxin concentration is warranted. Seed age
has never been reported in past publications in
this area of research.
The timing and magnitude of resource allocations within a plant are determined by modular
organization, with each growth module behaving semi-autonomously (Herms and Mattson,
1992). The synchrony of these growth modules
among C. micronesica individuals within a landscape is increased by typhoon damage (Hirsh
and Marler, 2002). With each successive growth
module thereafter, the population becomes less
synchronized. The initial cost of constructing
a leaf is generally greater for species with
evergreen leaves, large leaves, and leaves that
are sclerophyllous (Chabot and Hicks, 1982).
Cycas micronesica leaves are distinguished
by all three of these characteristics. Although
no resource budgets have been determined to
date to quantify these dynamics for cycads, the
substantial costs and payback time no doubt
influence the partitioning of assimilates. We
suggest a third factor of plant life history that
must be recorded to obtain unambiguous data
is the growth history of these episodic events
before sampling dates. Timing of past growth
flushes has never been reported in past publications in this area of research.
Scaling relations among vegetative organs
at the individual plant level follow consistent
patterns that apply across species and ecological
conditions (Niklas, 2004). Likewise, reproductive growth size may scale with plant size for a
broad taxonomic range that includes angiosperm
and nonangiosperm species (Niklas, 1993; Peters et al., 1988). Zotz (2000) reported that lack
of attention to plant size in physiology studies has
the potential to introduce inappropriate ambiguities in interpretation of results. The relationship
between reproductive growth characteristics and
plant size is unknown for cycad plants. Until
more is learned about distributional biases of
secondary compounds among competing organs
and the influence of plant size on theses biases,
we suggest that height and any measure of stem
girth are minimum requirements to account for
these mass- or volume-related sample biases. No
measure of plant size has been included in past
publications in this area of research.
Crop load has been studied extensively in
fruit science, and many horticultural practices
in orchard management are based on this
knowledge (e.g., Childers, 1995). The crop load
affects varied characteristics such as distribution
of assimilates, fruit size, fruit chemistry, and
total plant yield. Position of fruits within an
inflorescence or within a canopy affects maturation and sampling procedures across a wide
range of architecture types (De Silva et al., 2000;
Miles et al., 1996; Viti et al., 2003). Despite this
broad knowledge base indicating fecundity and
location of a reproductive organ within the plant
influence many characteristics, past ALS–PDC
researchers have ignored the need to document
this information from sampled cycad plants. We
suggest that recording the number of seeds on a
sampled plant should be treated as a minimum
measure of precaution to account for probable
seed load biases.
The level of sun exposure at the whole plant

level is controlling of many plastic responses,
including synthesis and allocation of secondary compounds (e.g., Callaway et al., 2003;
Herms and Mattson, 1992). Moreover, the
level of incident light at microsites within a
plant canopy is known to influence reproductive growth characteristics of those microsites
(Childers, 1995). For example, seeds on the
north and south orientations of a cycad plant
may experience less incident light than on the
east and west orientations. Moreover, influence
of shade from neighboring plants on cycad
secondary metabolism is unknown. We suggest
that recording incident light or percent shade is
required to establish legitimacy of a data set.
Historical ALS–PDC research has ignored this
requirement.
Comparing a compound in tissue from one
plant with that in tissue from another plant
without ensuring the shade level of each plant
is homogeneous (e.g., Banack and Cox, 2003)
cannot be justified. In fact, one of the underlying justifications Bryant et al. (1983) used to
propose the carbon/nutrient balance hypothesis
was the known influence of shade on phenotypic
variation in secondary metabolism.
Addressing the above-ground biases.
Throughout the decades of research on C. micronesica secondary metabolites, 100% of the
articles omitted essential information about plant
life history, size, fecundity, and sun exposure.
Considering the fact that phenotypic plasticity
of plants in response to these and other factors
may cause characteristics to vary by orders of
magnitude (see Callaway et al., 2003), exclusion of this information in past research is not
acceptable. We propose the failure to report
these influential factors may fully explain the
variability in neurotoxin concentration from
study to study. Certainly, future attempts to
determine distribution of secondary compounds
among various tissues of cycad plants must
include this information for conclusions to be
meaningful. More importantly, the sample size
needed to ensure accuracy will be minimized
by these efforts to control background biases,
and this will directly improve conservation
measures as this research continues.
Our approach was to use these descriptors to
standardize the plants included in each experiment (see Marler et al., 2005), thereby ensuring
these factors were relatively homogeneous
throughout the population. An appropriate
alternative strategy would be to treat the numerical data from these factors as co-factors
in covariance analysis. Both approaches would
remove the bias from each mean, but would not
inappropriately suggest causal relationships.
Our ongoing research is designed to determine
the direct influence of these varied plant factors
on neurotoxin concentration in C. micronesica
tissue. We believe this information will lead
toward an understanding of the role of these
metabolites in the plant.
Ignoring what Cannot be Ignored:
Below-ground Factors
ALS–PDC incidence in Guam peaked in
the mid-20th century, and incidence has been
declining since this time (see Kurland, 1993).
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Ongoing research designed to determine the
relationship of a historical peak in cycad tissue
ingestion by Guam residents several decades
ago to a subsequent peak in neurological
disease incidence among those residents must
employ methods that are relevant to the seed
collection environment during that era in history. Following is a short list of environmental
factors that impact rhizosphere dynamics and
are known to influence secondary chemistry of
plants. We believe these factors render the use
of source plants outside of native habitats of
little to no value in this line of research.
Physical and chemical properties of litterfall
influence myriad habitat processes that affect
phenotypic plasticity of plant biochemistry (e.g.,
Loranger et al., 2002; Madritch and Hunter,
2002; Santa Regina and Tarazona, 2001). For
example, Allison and Vitousek (2004) report a
50-fold variation in leaf litter decay rates among
11 species, with native species exhibiting much
slower decay rates than alien invader species.
Our initial studies (Marler et al., 2005) are the
first to ensure that interspecific neighbors of
sampled plants were endemic or indigenous, and
to document these providers of detritus inputs
during the years before sampling dates. The
relevance of past reports including compounds
from tissue sampled from C. micronesica plants
in ex situ botanic gardens is suspect, but even
past studies that failed to document the habitat
biodiversity of sampled cycad plants in Guam
have ignored this relevant factor.
Detritovores and other edaphic microorganisms involved in biodegradation of detritus and
biosynthesis of glomalin and other chemicals
that enter the soil matrix are critical in defining
soil physicochemical properties and cycling
of abiotic and biotic factors in the plant’s
rooting environment (e.g., Caesar-TonThat
and Cochran, 2001; Rillig et al., 2001). The
ecological efficiency of Guam’s indigenous
edaphic microorganisms in relation to those that
happen to surround the rooting environment of
a cycad plant via anthropogenic actions in ex
situ botanic gardens is virtually unknown.
The cycad–cyanobiont relationship has
unique features that include a high degree of
specificity within a coralloid root structure
(Costa et al., 1999) and a possible direct influence of phenolic compounds on the formation
of symbiosis and metabolism (Lobakova et al.,
2004). The access to fixed nitrogen afforded by
this symbiosis may be one of the reasons that
cycads were selected for survival throughout
tens of millions of years (Norstog and Nichols, 1997). Based on the results of Ow et al.
(1999), numerous Nostoc strains found in ex
situ gardens would likely invade the conspicuous invasion zones of C. micronesica coralloid
roots. However, presumption that behavior of
these ‘alien’ cyanobionts is representative of
behavior within the indigenous cycad–Nostoc
association in Guam is not justified. Genetic
diversity among Nostoc strains isolated from
cycad species within their natural range is not
known to date, and caution should prevail until
this diversity is known. Indeed, Nilsson et al.
(2000) reported that genotype of cyanobiont
isolates from Gunnera species grouped by geographic region, indicating a limited distribution
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of the closely related strains that formed each
geographic group.
A Nostoc strain isolated from symbiotic
tissue and maintained in axenic cultures cannot be considered a germane strain without
subsequent validation. Isolation of an inconsequential symbiont or nonsymbiotic Nostoc
from the symbiotic plant tissue is likely. For
Azolla–Nostoc symbioses (e.g., Gebhardt and
Nierzwicki-Bauer, 1991), isolated Nostoc
strains were regarded and studied as relevant
Azolla symbionts until proper examination
ultimately proved they were distinct from
major symbionts. Isolated Nostoc strains from
C. micronesica plants grown in ex situ gardens
and maintained as axenic cultures (e.g., Murch
et al., 2004) are not only alien genotypes, but
should justifiably be treated as immaterial to
the symbiotic system until they have been
proven to be major symbionts.
In addition to cyanobionts, cycad roots are
also proficient hosts of mycobionts (Fisher and
Vovides, 2004; Muthukumar and Udaiyan,
2002). Thus, the cycad symbiotic system is
actually a tripartite system, where each organism interacts with the other two. Research on
physiology of this system must address the
interactions among all three organisms (e.g.,
Tsimilli-Michael et al., 2000). The many issues
discussed above concerning relevance of ‘alien’
detritus providers, soil microorganisms, and
cyanobionts also applies to mycorrhizae that
colonize C. micronesica roots in an ex situ garden. In light of the tripartite system, however,
the lack of relevance of ex situ research may
be even more magnified. Indeed, both of the
microbionts in ex situ sites are distinct from
those that comprise the indigenous tripartite
system in Guam’s environment. Knowledge
of the cycad–mycorrhizae tripartite system
with Nostoc is lagging behind that of the
legume–mycorrhizae tripartite system with
nodule-inducing bacteria, but this does not justify ignoring the likelihood that the three-way
interactions are as controlling of cycad growth
and development as are those in legumes. Fisher
and Vovides (2004) point out the probability
that cycads may require mycorrhizal colonization for realistic Nostoc function.
We use these truths to suggest biochemistry
of C. micronesica in the absence of indigenous
microbionts must be viewed as artifacts until
genetic and phenotypic geographic distributions of the microbiont populations are determined. To illustrate, indigenous cyanobionts
and mycobionts could be isolated from a Guam
habitat and transported to a remote garden
setting. These microbionts could then be used
to inoculate specimens of C. revoluta or any
other Cycas species to develop a functioning
tripartite system. Reasonable discussion of
biochemistry data from this tripartite system
would not infer that the results relate to biochemistry of an indigenous C. micronesica
tripartite system in habitat, even though two
of the three organisms would be indigenous to
Guam. Similarly, reasonable discussion of biochemistry data from an ex situ C. micronesica
specimen in a tripartite system with two alien
microbionts would not infer that the results
are relevant to the real world.

The complexities of how conspecific and interspecific neighbors influence a plant’s growth
and physiology via below-ground communication are beginning to be understood (reviewed
in Callaway, 2002; Callaway et al., 2003).
Recent evidence reveals sophisticated plant
root communication dexterity that includes
an ability to distinguish conspecific roots from
self roots (e.g., Falik et al., 2003; Gersani et
al., 2001). These root interactions do not elicit
straightforward plant responses resulting from
a neighbor’s competitive or facilitation attributes. Rather, a suite of beneficial and negative
effects of a plant’s habitat interplay spatially
and ephemerally to determine the net-positive or net-negative effect of conspecific and
interspecific neighbors (Holzapfel and Mahall,
1999). Positive attributes of close neighbors are
being tapped to modify traditional reforestation
efforts through use of facilitating nurse plants
(e.g., Castro et al., 2002).
Secondary metabolism is included in the
assemblage of responses under the influence
of neighbors. For example, allocation costs to
secondary compounds of Nicotiana attenuata
were not observed in the absence of neighbors,
but were extensive when plants were grown
with neighbors in environmentally realistic
conditions (van Dam and Baldwin, 2001).
Ehlers and Thompson (2004) report that co-occurring plant species adapt to one another. No
doubt the multifaceted levels of root communication combine with the chemical relations of
detritus inputs by neighbors to select for this
evolutionary phenomenon. These root interactions among co-occurring plants indicate the
biochemistry of C. micronesica plants growing in remote locations devoid of indigenous
neighbors cannot be considered relevant to
biochemistry of these plants in habitat where
Guam’s residents harvested seeds for human
consumption several decades ago.
Edaphic factors within the natural range of a
cycad species provided many of the evolutionary selective pressures that define phenotype
and genotype. Moreover, minimal differences
in habitat abiotic factors may profoundly
modify the complex positive and negative
interactions among plant neighbors (Choler et
al., 2001; Schenk et al., 2003). Thus, transfer
of the entire suite of indigenous organisms
inclusive of those listed above to a remote
garden would still fall short of providing the
basics of an experimental setting from which
relevant physiology data could be obtained.
Transfer of the edaphic substrates that serve
as the matrix for the fine-tuned biological interactions known to influence plant physiology
would also be required.
The Guam habitats that C. micronesica
has colonized are varied. The major island
perimeter forested habitats are from Ritidian
soil series, the interior habitats in northern
Guam are from Guam soil series, the upland
habitats in southern Guam are from Akina
soil series, and the ravine forests in southern
Guam are dominated by Agfayan soil series
(Young, 1988). These substrates and their rock
outcrops are highly contrasting in chemistry
and physical characteristics. The Ritidian and
Guam soil series are both alkaline and contiguHORTSCIENCE VOL. 40(6) OCTOBER 2005

ous in some areas. The slightly acid Agfayan
series is contiguous with the highly acid Akina
series in many locations. Thus, gene flow may
be substantial between the habitats that cover a
gradient overlapping the contiguous geologic
substrates. Indeed, transects in two of the five
habitats we have been studying since 2002
include these gradients. However, the habitats
on Guam soil series are disjunct from habitats
on Agfayan or Akina series, and habitats on
Ritidian series are disjunct from habitats on
Agfayan series. Not only are the physicochemical characteristics highly contrasting,
the geographical isolation of the cycad habitats
based on the contrasting substrates adds to the
possibility that diversity of fragmented cycad
populations is clustered genetically. Numerous
plants have evolved specific genotypes that
are adapted to their microenvironment more
so than conspecific individuals from other
microenvironments (Marler, 2002). Moreover,
there is no reason to assume the microbionts
from C. micronesica originating from Guam’s
alkaline soils are symbiotically active in
Guam’s acid soils, or vice versa. Similarly,
there is no reason to assume the influences of
interspecific neighbors found in alkaline soil
habitats are similar to those influences in acid
soil habitats, and vice versa.
These realities shape appropriate C. micronesica research in two manners. First, research
on Guam must document habitat descriptors
for methods to be repeatable and interpretation of biochemistry data to be meaningful.
For example, Brenes-Arguedas and Coley
(2005) report that many environmental factors explained spatial variation of secondary
chemistry of Quararibea asterolepis Pitt. at the
landscape level. Second, the use of individuals
in ex situ collections is not advisable based on
genetic fundamentals, unless microsite and soil
type of the original seed collection in Guam is
described in detail for each accession. Many
of the provinces, especially in southern Guam,
contain more than one of these soil series,
and a record of the province of seed origin is
insufficient.
Plants growing in sites with Akina soils
must contend with a rhizosphere that is characterized by overabundance of various metals
and aluminum toxicity tendencies. Indeed,
these chemical characteristics of Akina soils
may be one of the major reasons that some
indigenous species do not occur in habitats on
this substrate (Marler and Lawrence, 2004).
The possibility that aluminum, iron, or other
soil-derived metal ions interact with primary
toxins in diet-induced pathology (e.g., Garruto
et al., 1989; Zhang et al., 1996) cannot be
discounted. Thus, the overabundance of these
metals in the Akina soil series in relation to
the other soils series in Guam may add another
variable that complicates interpretation of past
publications. This is yet another example of
why microsite descriptions are needed to
authenticate each study.
Guam’s seasonal changes are under the
direct influence of heterogeneous rainfall patterns. August through October generally receive
>30 cm of precipitation per month, and February through April receive <10 cm per month
HORTSCIENCE VOL. 40(6) OCTOBER 2005

(Young, 1988). These seasonal differences in
water availability exert considerable control
over plant growth and development, and soil
characteristics largely define the severity of
seasonal drought stress. Habitats in Ritidian and
Guam series soils dry rapidly following rainfall,
but habitats in Akina and Agfayan series soils
retain water reserves. Until more is known about
cycad secondary metabolism and environmental
cues such as seasonal water availability and
diel or seasonal temperature patterns, research
should be confined to Guam’s environment and
dates of sampling must be recorded. With this
information documented, historic climatological data can be retrieved to draw conclusions
about the influence of weather patterns before
sampling dates from previous reports.
Addressing the neighborhood biases. A
review of the collective literature on cycad
toxins reveals that 100% of these articles fail
to account for these environmental factors
that largely influence plant physiology. These
omissions have the potential to render these
former studies irrelevant to the questions being
studied or incomplete at best. Plant secondary
chemistry is determined not only by intrinsic
genetic and phenotypic components, but also
by many community-level components. The
environmental factors described above and
many others clearly reveal a plant’s chemical
ecology is played out in a world much larger
than the plant itself. For example, Hevia et
al. (1999) argue that nutrient use efficiency
can be validly studied only when comparing
species that co-occur in the same habitats.
In this context, Norstog and Nicholls (1997)
warned that studying growth characteristics
of cycad specimens in ex situ cultivation is of
little value for making inferences about the
behavior of a species in its natural habitat.
They extend this warning to include a cycad
specimen growing in a site within its natural
range that may have had anthropogenic influences in past or present.
These warnings ring true for Guam because
C. revoluta plants have been introduced to the
island for many decades (Stone, 1970). This
cycad species is currently a ubiquitous member of the urban landscape. The vast majority
of these specimens were brought to Guam as
landscape-ready container specimens from offisland nurseries. In all likelihood, alien Nostoc
and mycorrhizae strains accompanied these alien
cycads during the high volume imports geared
toward satisfying the landscape industry. Thus,
any C. micronesica in the urban landscape may
be colonized by these alien strains of microbionts, and in all likelihood would be supplying
experimental artifacts if they were targeted as
the source of seeds for studying the relationship
between cycad toxins and ALS–PDC.
Certainly ex situ collections are invaluable
for protecting and preserving genetic diversity,
for display purposes, and for research that is not
strongly influenced by genetic × environment
interactions. But plant physiology is under
utmost control of environment and genetic
× environment factors. Thus, physiology research in off-site collections must be restricted
to appropriate objectives. For example, Marler
and Willis (1997) compared leaf physiology

of representatives from 10 cycad genera under
homogeneous edaphic and climatic conditions.
Indeed, addressing an objective this restrictive
requires an ex situ collection, since no cycad
habitat worldwide includes these genera in
close proximity. But this research must carry
the caveat that no relevance to plant behavior
in habitat is inferred.
An overview of the cycad environment
in the ex situ settings sampled by Banack
and Cox (2003) provide a working example.
The two Florida botanic gardens from which
samples were obtained use many preplant
procedures that create a rooting environment
more heavily influenced by anthropogenic actions than geologic actions. Individual plants
are grouped with conspecific neighbors in
monoculture planting beds, or are surrounded
by alien species including judiciously managed
turfgrass. The planting sites are less shaded
than Guam’s cycad habitats. All plants receive
routine fertilizer applications. The use of tissue
from plants that have received routine doses
of fertilizers to study secondary metabolism
cannot be reasonably viewed as appropriate,
unless the research questions are restricted
to the influences of differential fertilization.
One of the underlying justifications Bryant et
al. (1983) used to propose the carbon/nutrient
balance hypothesis was the well-known influence of fertilizers on phenotypic variation in
secondary metabolism. Lastly, these Florida
sites are ground zero for the American invasion of Aulacaspis yasumatsui Takagi, the
Asian cycad scale that was first discovered
there before 1996 (Howard et al., 1999). All
of the Cycas plants in one of the ex situ sites
receive comprehensive sprays of a growth
regulator as a portion of the methods used
for control of this deadly scale (J. Haynes,
personal communication). Virtually nothing is
known about the impact of synthetic pesticide
spray materials on secondary metabolism of
C. micronesica.
The preceding paragraph provides graphic
evidence that biochemistry of tissue collected
from plants in botanic gardens cannot be considered relevant to a plant’s native environment.
Ignoring this reality is an atrocity when tissues
from some plants that have received extensive
horticultural inputs are compared with tissues
from other plants that have not (e.g., Banack
and Cox, 2003). This approach is not consistent
with scientific standards, and variation among
sample means is likely more influenced by
the heterogeneous anthropogenic treatments
among the sample sites than inherent variation
among organ and tissue categories.
One other item that requires attention is sexual compatibility. Guam’s cycad is a member of
the C. rumphii species subsection, a complex
uniquely defined by the presence of a spongy
flotation layer within the seed [Hill, 1994;
Marler et al., 2005 (Fig. 1B)]. Little is known
about compatibility among the various species
that comprise this subsection, but cycads have
weak fertility barriers (Hill, 1993) and compatibility among some or all of these species is
highly likely (K. Hill, personal communication). For this reason we are discouraging the
introduction of any of these species to the
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Guam landscape industry (Marler, 2002). The
‘civilian’ gene pool in Guam is unadulterated,
but introducing a sexually compatible species
carries the risk of escaped alien genes taking
up residence in the C. micronesica population
in habitat. Specimens of C. micronesica plants
in ex situ collections are surrounded by other
Cycas species that may be sexually compatible.
Wind pollination has not been disproven for
Cycas species, and the likelihood of genetic
contamination cannot be ignored. The chance
of harvesting interspecific Cycas seed material
in ex situ settings does not allow their use in
studies of secondary compounds in a manner
that infers relevance to in situ locales.
Clearly, studying cycad specimens in
native locales is the sole valid approach
for determining secondary metabolism in
an unambiguous manner. The use of in situ
plants for this research also mandates two
further considerations. First, appropriate in
situ methods must exclude cycad individuals
positioned within the sphere of influence of any
alien arthropod or plant species. These alien
organisms were not likely influencing cycad
plant chemistry several decades ago when
the human ingestion of seed flour reached a
peak. This is becoming increasingly difficult as
more alien species become established in the
Guam environment, and points to the urgency
of continuing this research in a timely manner. Second, since the geologic substrates and
interspecific indigenous neighbors that define
Guam’s cycad habitats are highly contrasting,
these habitat descriptors must accompany each
sampling to ensure reliability. Throughout the
long history of ALS–PDC research until the
present study, 100% of the articles provided
no information on this subject.
Past Oversights and Future Directions
The text heretofore amply describes some
pertinent plant and environmental factors that
have been ignored in past research on the relationship between cycad toxins and ALS–PDC.
Clearly, this line of research as conventionally conceived is in need of a major shift in
methods employed. Broadly, the established
pattern of zealous focus on animal toxicology
and epidemiology methods while disregarding
relevant plant and environmental methods
needs to be reassessed. We next discuss these
issues in general.
Cycas micronesica research. Cycads are
the oldest living seed plants and are an opulent
source of information for interpreting plant
biology, yet have been largely ignored in recent
developments of plant research (see Brenner
et al., 2003). Similarly, Stone (1970) reported
that the physiology of Guam’s plants was virtually unknown, yet more than 3 decades later
the number of physiology studies on Guam’s
endemic and indigenous plants remains in the
single digits. Continued research on this valuable endemic species promises to provide much
useful information about horticulture, human
neurological diseases, tropical ecosystems,
and chemical ecology.
The historical research on Guam’s neurological diseases collectively supports several
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certainties at this stage. Epidemiology of these
human diseases strongly suggests that exposure
to an environmental factor is partly causal, C.
micronesica tissues that have been ingested in
the traditional diet contain neurotoxins that
maintain integrity through the traditional flour
preparation and cooking procedures, no defining plant function has been revealed for any
of the studied compounds, and no compelling
evidence can be used to discount the hypothesis
that direct exposure to cycad compounds is the
causal environmental factor (e.g., Brenner et
al., 2003; Mabry, 2001). Moreover, our animal
model induces neurodegeneration following
exposure to cycad tissue in a ready and repeatable manner (Shaw and Wilson, 2003). If the
cycad hypothesis is even marginally correct,
applying results from the Guam model toward
eventual prevention of many neurological
diseases appears to be possible. However,
ongoing research must be conducted by using
appropriate plant science standards that include
adequate control over sampling methods (e.g.,
Marler et al., 2005) and description of habitat
and plant factors that have the potential to
affect secondary metabolism.
Nomenclature. Recent publications (e.g.,
Chen et al., 2002; Cox and Sacks, 2002;
Zaninovic, 2004) continue to sustain the past
confusion about nomenclature of this eminent
cycad. The Guam cycad is Cycas micronesica
(Hill, 1994), and is a member of the C. rumphii
species complex. Every member of this complex has been erroneously called C. circinalis
L. or C. rumphii Miq. at some point. However,
the distribution of C. rumphii is restricted
to a band of island nations centered on the
Moluccan island group, and the distribution
of C. circinalis is restricted to India (Hill and
Stevenson, 2005; K. Hill, personal communication, A. Lindstrom, personal communication).
Cycas micronesica is endemic to Guam and
surrounding islands. If considered within the
broad context of various disciplines, throughout years, and among countries, the number
of times the Guam cycad has been mentioned
in the literature perhaps eclipses that of any
other cycad species. Certainly, the continued
use of incorrect names to refer to this species
unduly perpetuates confusion.
The decades of extensive research on the
link between cycad toxins and Guam’s neurological diseases have attracted a plethora
of research scientists in many fields. Until
presently, this research has progressed with
the exclusion of a local plant scientist. This
example of continued misapplication of outdated nomenclature validates the assertions of
Bawa et al. (2004) that research teams addressing topics in tropical biology need to include
members of the local community.
Secondary compounds in cycads. Questions
concerning the function of secondary compounds in cycads have not been addressed to
date (Brenner et al., 2003). Pathogenic reactions
by many herbivores have been demonstrated
for many of these cycad compounds. However,
that animal response is not definitive evidence
that the compounds embody a defensive role
or that herbivore pressures in evolutionary
history elicited their selection.

Brenner et al. (2003) state that other physiological roles for BMAA should be investigated, such as possible endogenous signaling
compounds. We suggest this assertion holds
true for all of the identified compounds, and
that the pathological responses of animals to
the known C. micronesica toxins are incidental
to evolutionary pressures that selected for these
interesting metabolites. The continued study
of secondary metabolism in cycads would be
best served by answering questions within the
context of the various resource models, such as
the growth-differentiation balance hypothesis,
the carbon-nutrient balance hypothesis, or the
optimal partitioning hypothesis (Bloom et
al., 1985; Herms and Mattson, 1992). These
rely in diverse ways on the premise that a
fundamental tradeoff in resource or ecological
costs exists between growth and differentiation
processes including secondary metabolism, or
that response to limiting factors elicits a shift
to make all resources equally limiting among
tissues or processes.
The known functions of plant secondary
compounds include structural support, attraction of pollinators or dispersers, temporary
assimilate storage and transport, hormone
regulation, and myriad other functions (e.g.,
Herms and Mattson, 1992). Cantatore et al.
(2000) propose that steryl glucosides are carriers of glucose across membranes and serve
as glucose donors. The loading of immature
seed tissues with these compounds (Marler et
al., 2005) lends itself to the possibility that they
do indeed serve as carbohydrate donors for
long-term development of tissue throughout the
lengthy embryo and megagametophyte maturation period. The decline in steryl glucosides
with seed age substantiates the possibility that
early storage pools are metabolized to act as
donors of resources. Alternatively, Kunimoto
et al. (2002) provide evidence that steryl glucosides are mediators in signal transduction to
induce beneficial stress responses. In general,
sterols are involved in regulating membrane
properties (e.g., Hartmann, 2003). All members
of the C. rumphii species subsection produce
seeds with a flotation layer and are designed
to withstand extended periods of floating in
ocean currents. The ability of these seeds to
maintain viability and integrity of tissue function throughout extended exposures to extreme
osmotic potentials may involve the proposed
signal transduction or membrane regulating
properties of these interesting compounds.
Considering the many functions of secondary compounds, we agree with Brenner et al.
(2003) that searching for plant functions other
than anti-herbivory functions is justified for
each identified cycad metabolite. In contrast,
Banack and Cox (2003) opine that the neurotoxins found in C. micronesica tissues have,
indeed, evolved as anti-herbivory compounds.
An abundance of BMAA in the sarcotesta is
evidence they use for this opinion, since this
is the tissue consumed by fruit bats. We have
already argued that their data are ambiguous
and statistical validity is impossible since their
methods included the use of a sample size of
one (Marler et al., 2005). However, our data
also reveals that sarcotesta tissue is, in general,
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more heavily endowed with steryl glucosides
than is megagametophyte tissue (Marler et al.,
2005). We suggest that this spatial distribution
does not support a chemical defensive role
and offer several lines of reasoning for this
suggestion.
While the cycad sarcotesta is not homologous with angiosperm pericarp, it is considered
analogous in many respects (Brenner et al.,
2003; Norstog and Nicholls, 1997). One of
those analogies is attraction of seed dispersers.
Indeed, recognizing this as an attribute of the
sarcotesta is fundamental to validating the Cox
and Sacks (2002) hypothesis. Preferentially
loading a defensive chemical into the very
tissue that attracts dispersers does not conform to a logical interpretation of a defensive
strategy. On the contrary, tissues consumed by
a seed disperser are equipped with a suite of
biochemicals that attract and reward dispersers. For example, C. micronesica sarcotesta
tissue emits pungent fruity volatiles after the
seed exterior morphs from bronze to dark
brown. Seeds are odorless before this phase.
A sound interpretation of this characteristic is
that sarcotesta from Guam’s cycad is outfitted
for attracting seed dispersers that are drawn by
aroma rather than sight, and those volatiles are
a signal to dispersers of seed maturity. Indeed,
ethology of fruit bats indicates bat fruits produce large seeds with drab color and strong
odors (van der Pijl, 2002). These descriptors
are characteristic of C. micronesica seeds,
and we suggest the notion of loading this tissue that attracts a disperser and is consumed
by a disperser with a toxin for the purpose of
deterring consumption by the disperser does
not appear plausible. The presence of secondary compounds truly involved in defense are
linked to increased plant fitness (e.g., Ohnmeiss
and Baldwin, 2000), not linked to eliciting
pathology in dispersers that improve seedling
recruitment potential.
Cycad neurotoxins are unlikely candidates
for defensive compounds because of failures
to demonstrate direct effects on herbivore
performance. The majority of research on
defensive secondary chemistry has examined
this direct influence on herbivore performance
(Karban and Baldwin, 1997). Thus, defensive
compounds are directly or indirectly linked
to decreased herbivory. A foundation of the
Cox and Sacks (2002) hypothesis includes
long-term ingestion of sarcotesta tissue by fruit
bats in order for ‘biomagnification’ (we believe
bioaccumulation is a more appropriate term)
to occur. A truly defensive chemical would
deter herbivory long before bioaccumulation is
given the time to transpire. Surely a compound
inducing a pathological response in humans
many years after ingestion is equally unlikely
to demonstrate a direct effect on herbivore
deterrence.
Several aspects of the BMAA biomagnification hypothesis (Cox and Sacks, 2002) and the
defensive notions of BMAA are problematic.
First, the spike in incidence of ALS–PDC in
the populations in Guam and Rota in the mid20th century followed by a continuing decline
in incidence of the disease indicates a decline
in exposure to the causal environmental toxin
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since the years of highest incidence (reviewed
in Kurland, 1988; Kurland et al., 1994; Mabry,
2001). This trend fits the spike in direct cycad
tissue consumption during World War II years
(Palm and Cycad Societies of Australia, 1993
and citations therein). Alternatively, copious
consumption of Guam bats continued through
the 1960s and consumption of imported bats
continued through the early 1990s (Wiles,
1992). During the period 1975–89, 65% of
these imported bats originated in Rota, Palau,
and Yap and were comprised of Pteropus
mariannus, the very species of bat from
Guam (Wiles, 1992). The endemic range of
C. micronesica also includes all three of these
islands (A. Lindstrom, personal communication). Thus, exposure to a C. micronesica toxin
via bat consumption would not have declined
throughout these decades of importing bats
to satisfy the dietary demands of Guam residents. Neurotoxic exposure to BMAA via bat
consumption clearly does not fit the patterns
of disease incidence.
The original manuscript by Cox and Sacks
(2002) which first proposed the hypothesis of
an involvement of bats as cycad toxin vectors
contained estimated historical numbers rather
than real data. These authors purport to show
that the decline in the bat population parallels
the decline in the incidence of ALS–PDC, the
latter data compiled by neuroepidemiologists
working on Guam. While the human data are
well established, the subjective estimations
about bat population are tenuous. Scrutiny of
their plots (Cox and Sacks, 2002) reveals an
accounting of bat populations that span the
majority of the 20th century, yet factual data
points do not exist before about 1960 or subsequent to ca. 1986. The authors have drawn
their graph with a sharp extrapolated upward
deflection to a fabricated point of 60,000 bats
in the early 1920s. They do not attempt to
justify this nonexistent data point until a year
later (Monson et al., 2003), when they opine
that Guam could have supported this many bats
based on their estimated percentage of forest
coverage in the early 1900s. This curve forms
the entire initial basis for the bat hypothesis,
yet rests solely on a fabricated curve using
an estimated bat population that could have
been supported by an estimated forest size.
Clearly without real data, there is no justifiable
claim to any correlation of bat population with
ALS–PDC incidence.
Scrutiny of BMAA itself reveals an extremely weak agonist at the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor (Weiss et al., 1989),
one of the three primary ionotropic receptors
to the neurotransmitter glutamate. This classification scheme for glutamate receptor
subtypes is largely independent of mammalian
species. Although some differences occur in
subunit composition during development, the
functions, agonists, binding properties, and
induced excitotoxicity are quite similar across
species (Watanabe, 1996). BMAA applied to
mammalian neurons in vitro evokes activation
of NMDA receptors leading to an influx of
Ca2+ followed by a membrane depolarization.
Over-stimulation of NMDA receptors by glutamate, BMAA, or other agonists can lead to

so-called excitotoxic cell death. Barring some
still unknown mechanism by which a fruit bat
could either sequester or detoxify BMAA, it
is distinctly unlikely these mammals could
accumulate high concentrations of the toxin
over time without inflicting the same neural
damage on themselves as has been speculated
to occur in human ALS–PDC victims. Differential sequestration of BMAA in bats vs.
other mammalian species is unknown and
remains at best speculative. Moreover, putative detoxification mechanisms in bats would
render BMAA nontoxic regardless of where
the molecule next appeared in the food chain.
Overall, it is difficult to conceive of a less likely
candidate for neurotoxin ‘biomagnification’
than BMAA.
A detailed look at partitioning of chemicals
within plant tissues is useful for shedding light
on putative chemical defense. For example, the
steryl glucosides appear in abundance in the
sclerotesta tissue (Marler et al., 2005). This
tissue is analogous to the stony endocarp of a
drupe, and is not at risk of herbivore consumption because of its physical characteristics.
Thus, evolutionary herbivore pressures were
not likely to select for preferential loading of
these compounds in the sclerotesta, and their
abundance in this tissue points to the probability
of an alternative plant function.
Correlating human diseases with plant toxins. An emerging view in neurological disease
research, particularly concerning age-dependent disorders, is that environmental factors
likely play a key role in disease genesis (e.g.,
Shaw and Wilson, 2003). In this view, various
natural and synthetic toxins, acting against a
backdrop of variations in genetic susceptibility,
initiate biochemical cascades which culminate
in neural cell death. As discussed throughout
this article, abundant evidence suggests that this
is true for ALS–PDC at the very least and may
be more broadly true for neurological diseases
outside of Guam. A similar view concerning the
impact of gene × environment interactions has
been posited for various forms of cancer and
cardiovascular disease (Willet, 2002).
As this nascent aspect of medical science progresses, establishing theoretical and
experimental standards for correlating any
environmental toxin to any human disease
is warranted. We use the discussions in the
present paper as an example toward this end.
A wholesale focus on animal systems and
disease epidemiology is not advisable if relevant botanical and habitat factors are ignored.
This is precisely what has happened over the
decades with the Guam cycad research. On
the contrary, research addressing aspects of
the environmental source of a proposed toxin
should progress concomitantly with controlled
research on animal responses to the toxin. For
this to proceed efficiently, a plant scientist
that is established in the geographic region
of interest should be included in the research
team (Bawa et al., 2004).
We mention one practical outcome as an
example of benefits from employing this dual
approach in the early stages of studying on a
putative toxin. Various compounds isolated
from plants may have toxic and/or therapeutic
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potentials. For example, the various steryl glucosides described in the present article appear to
be toxic to neural cells, but may have quite different outcomes in other organ systems (Shaw
and Wilson, 2003). The mandatory protocols
using animal systems to explore the medical
and therapeutic applications of plant molecules
require the selective and economical harvesting
of targeted molecules. This research will be
ideally served by determining the most efficient
and cost-effective protocols for harvesting the
molecules. In our studies, the data relate to the
established and ongoing research on metabolites in mature seed megagametophyte tissue,
the source of flour that historically entered the
human diet in Guam. However, we demonstrate
that immature 1-year-old seeds may yield a
greater quantity of steryl glucosides than the
mature seeds that have been used throughout
the decades for harvesting putative toxins (see
Marler et al., 2005). We also demonstrate that
sarcotesta tissue may yield a greater quantity
of steryl glucosides than megagametophyte tissue. Thus, the costs of isolating and harvesting
these neurotoxins for animal toxicology and
epidemiology studies may be considerably
reduced if protocols are modified from using
mature megagametophyte tissue to including
immature sarcotesta tissue.
We suggest these implications from studies
extend beyond ALS–PDC research. Indeed,
attempts at correlating exposure to any plant
molecule with any human disease is best served
by determining the most efficient and economical protocol for harvesting the molecules. This
cannot be accomplished by following past
examples of ignoring the importance of the
plant and the plant’s habitat in defining those
protocols.
Zhang et al. (1996) recognized the deficiencies in past research on Guam’s neurological
diseases and described the need to begin documenting various aspects of cycad sample history, including specifics such as location of the
sampled plant. Thus, the continued disregard
for documenting and reporting these plant and
habitat characteristics (e.g., Banack and Cox,
2003) is unfortunate. Our hope is our initial
studies describing the need for appropriate
sampling protocol (Marler et al., 2005) and
the description of various factors that influence
phenotypic plasticity of plants contained in the
present paper validate the reality of the Zhang
et al. (1996) assertions and will bring forth that
needed change in the deficient methods that
have plagued the ALS–PDC research since
its inception.
These issues also must address the necessity of including conservation measures in
all decisions. Many plant species that are of
interest in horticulture, ethnobotany or medical research are threatened or endangered, and
indiscriminate harvesting of tissue for isolating
a metabolite cannot be justified regardless
of the relative importance to human health.
Certainly, research on any newly identified
metabolite should address plant and habitat
factors at the early stages of the research in
order to fully honor mandatory conservation
measures when developing strategic and efficient research protocols.
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Finally, in future research designed for
correlating human diseases with plant toxins,
the issue of sampling error must include
respect for sample size. In our initial reports
(Marler et al., 2005) we obtained samples for
each experiment from plants that conformed
to a consistent seed age, plant size, seed load,
level of canopy cover, and plant life history.
Despite this focus on removing probably biases, we still observed considerable variation
attributed to experimental error. We suggest
the inconsistencies in past research may be
entirely explained by ignoring the need to
account for these sources of bias, ignoring
the need for a deliberate sampling scheme,
and ignoring the need to define an adequate
sample size. Our results underscore the reality
that secondary compounds of C. micronesica
plants must be studied with inclusion of this
information for conclusions to be accurate and
consequential.
Conclusions
Methods for studying possible plant toxins
need to be standardized and must follow certain rigorous criteria to be valid in principle.
These criteria include testing to determine
adequate sample size, honoring the need for
a sampling scheme that avoids known biases,
recognizing the protected and sensitive nature
of cycad populations, and factoring in known
plant and habitat features that influence plant
secondary metabolism.
We have applied this empirical approach
to our study with steryl glucoside variants
(Marler et al., 2005) due to evidence that
such molecules in cycad are in part causal
to ALS–PDC. We suggest that this approach
be viewed as mandatory for clarifying the
need to establish satisfactory theoretical and
experimental protocols. Our results reveal that
these criteria are essential and highlight the
impact that natural variations can have on toxin
quantification in plants, and more importantly,
on the interpretation of results.
Past research on the relationship between
cycad compounds and ALS–PDC fails to meet
these criteria. Throughout decades of articles on
this subject, documentation of plant and habitat
factors known to influence plant physiology
has not occurred before our studies (Marler
et al., 2005). The obvious conclusion is that
researchers and reviewers have assumed these
plant and environment characteristics that elicit
phenotypic plasticity in plant physiology are
irrelevant. Unfortunately, ongoing research
continues to be plagued with these omissions.
Banack and Cox (2003) present intertissue
variation of several compounds by sampling
individuals in different geographic locations
for each tissue category, yet report no plant or
landscape descriptors to allow repeatability
of their methods and ensure homogeneity of
these influential factors among the individuals that were sampled. Yagi (2004) presents
interspecies variation of several compounds,
yet reports no plant or landscape descriptors to
ensure homogeneity of these influential factors
among the species. Heterogeneity of plant history, fecundity, allometry, shade, ontogenesis,

conspecific and interspecific neighbors, recent
weather patterns, horticultural inputs, and
many other factors may entirely explain their
reported variation in secondary compounds. In
contrast to their interpretations that tissue type
(Banack and Cox, 2002) or species (Yagi, 2004)
account for variation in sample group means,
these undocumented plant and habitat factors
that influence phenotypic plasticity may fully
explain the variation in sample group means.
We argue that our approach serves as a
model for defining theoretical and experimental
approaches to accurately correlate any human disease with environmental toxins. The
methods described will enable researchers
to accurately correlate toxin distributions in
the human environment with incidence of
disease. For continued ALS–PDC research,
other candidate neurotoxins should now be
given full scrutiny using these procedural
and conceptual guidelines. The failures of
past ALS–PDC research teams to honor fundamental plant science standards, to adhere
to acceptable sampling protocols, and to
document mandatory background plant and
neighborhood information cannot continue if
we are to successfully use this area of study
to improve human health issues.
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